Transposable Elements (TEs) are mobile elements that contribute the majority of DNA 32 sequences in the maize genome. Due to their repetitive nature, genomic studies of TEs are 33 complicated by the difficulty of properly attributing multi-mapped short reads to specific 34 genomic loci. Here, we utilize a method to attribute RNA-seq reads to TE families rather 35 than particular loci in order to characterize transcript abundance for TE families in the 36 maize genome. We applied this method to assess per-family expression of transposable 37 elements in >800 published RNA-seq libraries representing a range of maize development, 38 genotypes, and hybrids. While a relatively small proportion of TE families are transcribed, 39 expression is highly dynamic with most families exhibiting tissue-specific expression. A 40 large number of TE families were specifically detected in pollen and endosperm, consistent 41 with reproductive dynamics that maintain silencing of TEs in the germ line. We find that 42 B73 transcript abundance is a poor predictor of TE expression in other genotypes and that 43 transcript levels can differ even for shared TEs. Finally, by assessing recombinant inbred 44 line and hybrid transcriptomes, complex patterns of TE transcript abundance across 45 genotypes emerged. Taken together, this study reveals a dynamic contribution of TEs to 46 maize transcriptomes. 47 superfamilies based on structural features. Within each superfamily, TE family 54 classifications are based on sequence similarity, particularly at the terminal repeats 55 (Wicker et al. 2007; Stitzer et al. 2019). Individual TEs can be described as autonomous if 56 they code for all enzymes required for transposition or non-autonomous if one or more of 57 these sequences is missing. Since TE proteins can act in trans, autonomous members of a 58 family can allow for transposition of other autonomous or non-autonomous elements of the 59 same family. The sequence similarity of families along with family-dependent variability in 60 distinct genomic distributions (Stitzer et al. 2019) and methylation patterns (Eichten et al. 61 2012) make TE family the preferred level for analysis of groups of TEs on the genomic 62 scale. 63 64 Due to the potential detrimental consequences of unchecked transposition, the host 65 genome has employed mechanisms to constrain TE movement. The analysis of chromatin 66 modifications suggests that most TEs are associated with heterochromatin modifications 67
48
Introduction 49 Plant genomes contain an abundance of transposable elements (TEs) which can increase in 50 copy number through transposition within a host genome. TEs are broadly classified into 51 two classes based on whether they utilize a DNA or RNA intermediate for movement. 52 Classes are further divided into orders based on transposition mechanisms and then into 53 Briefly, reads were assigned to genes when they map uniquely and hit a gene annotation 146 but not any TE annotation. Reads were assigned to a TE element when they map uniquely 147 and hit a single TE annotation (with an overlap of at least 1 bp), and reads were assigned to 148 a TE family when they map uniquely or multiple times but only hit a single TE annotation. 149 Ambiguous reads were defined by hits assigned to both a gene and a TE and were counted 150 to columns labeled te.g for the TE element or family. Two output files were created for each 151 library. The first file contains TE family counts for 4 categories of reads: unique reads 152 hitting one TE family (u_te.fam; Read E in Figure 1 ), unique ambiguous reads (u_te.g; Read 153 B in Figure 1 ), multi reads to one family (m_te.fam; Read D in Figure 1 ), and multi 154 ambiguous reads (m_te.g; Read C in Figure 1 ). The second file contains unique counts only 155 to both genes and TEs and contains two columns: unique reads hitting a single TE or gene 156 (unique; Reads A and E in Figure 1 ) and unique reads hitting both a TE and a gene (te.g; 157 Read B in Figure 1 ). In addition, a single line for each library with the total number of reads 158 assigned to each category is added to a file called te_mapping_summary.txt.
160
Count tables for each library were then combined using the script combine_count_totals.pl. 161 Four output tables were created. The first file (multi_combined_counts.txt) includes all four Expression normalization and differential expression 175 Expression for genes and TE families was normalized by calculating reads per million 176 (RPM) using the total number of reads assigned to TE families or genes as the denominator. 177 Expression of individual elements was normalized as RPM using the same library size For the subset of tissues, families were considered expressed if the mean across replicates 188 was at least 1 RPM, and mean values were also used to identify families expressed across 189 the subset or in only one tissue type. Expressed families in the NAM lines were defined with 190 an RPM cutoff of 1 in tissues with no biological replicates, or a mean value of 1 in meristem, 191 which had two biological replicates. transcripts. We will refer to the observed abundance of transcripts for TE families as TE 233 'expression', but it is important to caution that this includes a mix of multiple processes, 234 including transcription of functional TE products, read-through transcription from nearby 235 genes, and non-coding transcripts derived from cryptic promoters within a TE. 236 Importantly, this means that the presence of transcripts does not necessarily imply 237 production of functional products or potential movement of a TE family.
239
We used this method to assess transcript abundance for TE families in 359 RNAseq 268 Gene expression is known to be highly dynamic in different developmental stages or 269 tissues. PCA plots were created using expression values from genes or TE families to assess with transcripts was assessed revealing that, while families expressed in B73 tend to be 331 commonly expressed in at least 20 genotypes, there are also a large number of TE families 332 with rare expression in < 5 genotypes ( Figure 3B ). Across all genotypes, nearly 4,000 TE 333 families are expressed in immature ear tissue, with the majority of expressed families 334 exhibiting rare expression ( Figure 3C ). This pattern holds true across all 5 tissues with 335 expression data for these genotypes ( Figure S4 ). Different maize genotypes have highly Across all DE families, ~20% have a unimodal distribution among RILs, and the proportion 375 increases with larger family sizes in B73 ( Figure S5C ). An increased proportion of 376 unimodally-distributed expression in the RILs was also found for families up-regulated in 377 Mo17 and those with more members in Mo17 than B73. are expressed there are also many examples in which expression of a TE family is due to 496 expression solely from a single member of the family. In many cases where a TE family is 497 differentially expressed between genotypes, we find that the member of the family that is 498 expressed in B73 is missing in the genotypes without expression. However, in some cases 499 we find that this element is present in both genomes but shows a difference in regulation. highly non-additive expression patterns in hybrids, and in fact there were more cases of 507 families that were expressed much lower than both parents in hybrids than are expressed 508 higher. While it is possible that TE mis-regulation is contributing to some of the phenotypic 509 differences in hybrids, this is unlikely to result from global changes in TE expression. Multi-member families expressed only in B73 Figure S5 
TE expression is highly dynamic across development

